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Selectivity options
– the best solution
W
e all know there
are big challenges
ahead for the
fishing industry in
stepping up efforts
to reduce discards. With the
increasing importance of social,
economic and political factors
as a big part of the issue Seafish
gear trial work over the last 15
years is increasingly relevant
and is now being rolled out in
commercial fisheries.
In the fifth in a series of
articles, Mike Montgomerie,
Gear Technologist at Seafish,
gives his perspective on the issue
and the work Seafish, along
with industry, has been doing
to help develop new selective
technologies and net-based
fishing activities to reduce
discards. In the previous article
he looked at the effectiveness
and fitting of square mesh
panels. In this article he
discusses the use of vertical and
horizontal separator panels, and
coverless trawls.

Seafish gear technologist
Mike Montgomerie looks
at efforts to beat discards

Separator trawl bottom – catch from the lower codend of a separator trawl

Types of
separaTor panel

There are two common types
of separator panel: vertical
panels and horizontal panels.
A vertical panel is where the
trawl is divided into two or three
chambers by netting panels
which are laced vertically from
the top panel to the bottom
panel, with each chamber
leading to a separate codend.
Vertical panels are more likely to
be used for experimental work
and codend selectivity, rather
than commercial fishing, and
can be used commercially for
splitting the catch into separate
two or three codends to improve
catch quality.
The more common panel
however is the horizontal panel.
This is where a tailored panel
of netting is laced horizontally
across the trawl, usually attached
to the selvedges, dividing it
into two chambers, one above
the other, each with its own
codend. This panel is usually
made the same length and shape
as the bottom panel, but slightly
narrower.

HoW THey Work

Horizontal panels work by taking
into account the behaviour of
different fish species as they
encounter the front of a trawl.
Haddock, whiting etc tend to
rise up at before falling back into
the upper chamber of the trawl.
Cod, flatfish, monkfish, shellfish
etc do not show the same escape
stimulus, and usually pass over
the footrope and stay low in the
trawl close to the bottom panel,
and enter the lower chamber.
This behavioural separation
can be naturally as accurate as
getting 90% of the haddock and
whiting into the top, and 95% of
the cod/98% of the flats etc into

Separator trawl top – catch from the upper codend of a separator trawl

the bottom chamber.
The height of the separator
panel above the lower panel of
the net is important. It is usually
determined by two or three rope
strops connecting its leading
edge to the groundgear. The
length of these can be adjusted
to tune the catch separation and
will depend on area, depth of
water and time of day.
The usual starting height is
approximately 750mm above the
bottom panel. By separating the
relatively soft fleshed haddock,
whiting etc into the top codend,
from the cod, ground fish,
shellfish and benthic debris
(bottom codend) they remain
in much better condition,

commanding a better price on
the market.
The other advantage of this
type of trawl is that the skipper
could have different codend mesh
sizes in each codend to better
suit the Minimum Landing Size
(MLS) or market requirements
for the different species.
He may also have a different
selective device in each chamber
to improve the selectivity of each
group of species. This could take
the form of a 120mm diamond
codend with a square mesh
panel in the extension in the top
chamber for the haddock and
whiting, but an 80mm diamond
codend on the bottom to retain
the nephrops. This would have to
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orrect handling and installation is crucial in
order to get the most from specialist trawl
warps and purse wires. Poor practice can
lead to unexpected abrasion, making ropes wear
too quickly or unevenly; costing time and money
and putting expensive equipment at risk.
Bridon International is a global technology leader
in the supply of steel wire ropes to the fishing
industry, catering to customers of all shapes and
sizes: from smaller state-of-the-art vessels (such as
Victoria May, featured in a recent edition of Fishing
News which uses 22mm Bridon Dyform 6x26
FFC) through to the largest serving trawler in the
world, the Annelies Ilena, which uses 44mm Bridon
Dyform 6x26 IWRC.
Simon Dixon, Bridon’s Fishing sector sales
manager, shares some of Bridon’s top tips for
preventing costly mechanical damage and boosting
wire rope performance.

be checked with the local fishery
officers as it would result in two
different cod end mesh sizes,
which may infringe legislation.

Using separaTor
panels

One of the problems with full
separator panels in a commercial
trawl is that with the panel
wings and leading edge around
the mouth of the trawl can create
problems if the net is ripped or
damaged.
This is the area of the trawl
that suffers most damage and
an extra panel of netting creates
extra work and confusion when
the gear is being repaired. To
help alleviate this several years
ago a separator panel set further
back in the trawl was tested with
good results.
The front of this panel was
set about 5-10 metres back from
the lower bosom, with its leading
panel of netting inclined down
to meet the lower panel of the
trawl, with a gap to allow the
fish to enter the lower section.
Therefore the panel was far
enough back to be clear of the
regularly damaged belly panels,
but close enough to the front
of the trawl that there was still
good separation of the species.
As with the full length separator
by making alterations to the
leading edge, the panel can be
‘tuned’ to maximise species
separation
In both these versions of
a separator panel there is the
option, although a horrendous
option to most skippers, to leave
either codend open if required
to meet quota requirements for
that particular species, while
retaining species he is allowed to
catch in the other codend. There
are many reports available on
separator panels and video clips
of them operating available on
the Internet, but the design really
needs to be tailored to suit each
individual net design.

Coverless TraWl

Another selective design working
on the fish’s natural escape
behaviour is the coverless trawl.
Over the years traditional trawls
have evolved with the top panel

gear to target a different species or reduce discards.
“In the past four years we have organised trips for
over 200 fishermen who have come from all around
the UK and from a wide variety of vessels – ranging
from the smaller under 10 metre vessels towing
twin/triple sole rigs in SE England, right through to
30 metre trawlers targeting deep water species to
the west of Scotland. A key focus is to familiarise
fishermen with a wide range of methods to reduce
discards and improve the selectivity of their trawls,”
said Mike.
Many of the model trawls have selective devices
fitted as standard, so throughout the course
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Know the ropes!

Storage

■ During long periods of storage, particularly in

warm environments, rotate the reel periodically to
prevent migration and uneven dispersal of lubricant
in the rope.
Groove profiles
■Before installation, check that the grooves in
the sheaves are the correct shape and size for the
new rope. Commonly when a new rope is fitted, a

difference in size from the old worn rope will be
apparent, and the new rope will not fit correctly into
the worn groove profile, leading to unnecessary
wear and rope damage.
■ To prevent this, machine out the grooves before
the new rope is fitted. To work out the optimum
groove diameter for a sheave, take the diameter of
the rope to be installed and add 10%.
Tension

■ Apply the correct amount of back tension

during installation. A lack of tension in spooling or
uneven winding will cause lower layers to be forced
upwards causing crushing and distortion of the
rope at cross-over zones
■ Apply 5-10% of the maximum breaking load of
the rope as back tension when installing the rope
onto the winch
■ Avoid reverse ‘S’ type bending, closeness of
sheaves, use of support or guide rollers and contact
angles of less than 45˚
Tips for specific applications
■ For larger vessels with auto trawl systems and
longer rope lengths the rope must be installed
under as much tension as is safe and practical.
■Deploy larger diameter ropes in deep water first,
and apply the correct amount of back tension
before first use. “Running-in” the rope in this way
will optimise its performance.

Prawn – coverless trawl being shot away – showing headline directly above the footrope

projecting further forward
than the lower panel (cover or
square), to prevent the escape of
fish upwards, ahead of the trawl.
The coverless concept
removes this overlap and makes
the headline and footrope
approximately the same length,
so that they are directly above
one another when the net is
being towed, allowing fish to
escape upwards. This is usually
combined with a reduction in
headline height to make it easier
for the unwanted fish to escape.
This gear has proved to be
very effective in reducing the
bycatch of haddock and whiting
greater than 150mm in length.
It would appear that the smaller
fish of these species do not rise
up ahead of the trawl, but stay

Fishermen make use of Hirtshals to address discards issue
W
hilst the demise of the Seafish flume tank in
Hull several years ago has denied UK and Irish
fishermen the first hand experience of a facility on
their doorstep, Seafish has continued to provide
trawl gear technology training for UK fishermen at
the Flume Tank in the North Sea Centre in Hirtshals,
Denmark. This massive circulating water tank is
operated by the Norwegian Institute, SINTEF.
Mike Montgomerie, runs the courses, and
says the real benefit is that Hirtshals provides an
excellent opportunity to test a particular type of gear
and how it responds to alterations. This could be a
new type of net, a trawl door design, or modifying
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close to the seabed and pass
into the trawl. One of the big
advantages of this is type of
device is that the fish are allowed
to escape without ever being
caught by the net, therefore there
should be a 100% survival rate
of the fish passing above the
lowered headline.
Coverless nets have been used
successfully for more than 15
years by some inshore nephrops
fishermen in UK to reduce
their bycatch of whiting and
haddock. In many situations by
reducing the bulk of fish entering
the trawl there is a noticeable
increase in the quality and
quantity (7 – 10%) of nephrops
retained in the trawl. It is a
fairly simple process for the
more able skippers to alter an

participants get constant reminders of how these
devices work, how they are fitted and how effective
they are for different species.
Demonstrations with square mesh panels, large
diamond mesh panels, coverless trawls, various
types of separator panels, inclined grids, and several
different cod end and extension configurations
involving square mesh (T45), T 90 and diamond
mesh, can all be arranged.
“A prime example is the recent visit of a group
of beam trawl skippers who had been involved with
the CEFAS 50% project. They wanted to understand
more about the alterations they had already made to

existing trawl to be coverless,
but it is better to get a purpose
built trawl that is designed
to accommodate the reduced
headline height. But one word
of caution. Due to the reduction
in drag, as a consequence of the
reduced headline height, and the
freedom the net has to spread,
due to the extended headline, the
skipper often has to make other
alterations to his overall gear
setup to work a coverless trawl
efficiently.
Flexible grids and rigid grids
will be covered in the next
article. Further advice on fitting
and operating all these devices is
available from Seafish either on
the website www.seafish.org or
by phoning Mike Montgomerie
on 01472 252327.

their gear, and to look ahead to see how they could
further refine the gear to reduce discards, reduce
seabed impact and reduce drag thereby reducing
fuel consumption.
“We trialled three new scale model beam trawls
and they finished the course committed to following
through with these alterations in their full size
commercial gear,” said Mike.
Seafish is planning organising more Trawl Gear
Technology Courses at Hirtshals Flume Tank in
2012. To find out more contact Mike Montgomerie
on 01472 252327 E: m_montgomerie@seafish.
co.uk

It is vital that the correct amount of tension is used when putting on new wire for the first time

